The Way Forward
for Short-Term
Rentals:
An EU Regulation
reconciling opportunities
and challenges

Short Term Rentals (STRs) now represent the
largest accommodation sector in Europe. This
rapid growth of STRs has brought with it
opportunities but has also given rise to some
challenges in the last years, such as pressure
on housing availability and disruptions to the
urban environment.
As we await the European Commission’s
initiative on STRs, eu travel tech, the voice of
online accommodation platforms, would like to
showcase the benefits for all stakeholders of a
harmonised, proportionate and fair regulatory
STR framework.

In Europe, Germany,
France, Italy, Spain and
the U.K. together
accounted for 72% of
total STR gross bookings
in 2019

STR services account for
over 23% of the tourist
accommodation sector

In 2019, more than
554 million nights were
spent in the EU in
accommodation booked
via the four largest online
travel platforms

STR services were
resilient during the
pandemic, helping to
shift demand to more
rural options, less
well-known
destinations, catering
for both domestic and
international travellers

The value of
STR platforms
for EU travel

STR PROVIDERS

STR providers of
all sizes gain
visibility in the
marketplace with
lower transaction
and marketing
costs
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They also have
access to a global
customer base
whilst maintaining
full control of their
pricing

GUESTS

Guests have
access to an
easy-to-use tool
for searching and
comparing a
large variety of
options

Guests have
flexibility and
a different
type of stay

STRs are an
adapted option
for travellers and
families on
limited budgets
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Now is the moment for a harmonised
framework to offer stakeholders an
opportunity to collaborate and jointly
design solutions for issues affecting
local communities, public authorities,
STR providers and booking
accommodation platforms.

Today's challenges

EU CONSUMERS
Face fragmented rules across Europe

Why do we need
an EU framework
for STRs?
PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

STR PLATFORMS

Seek legal certainty and flexibility in
regulating STRs to adequately manage
their impact

Lack legal clarity on their responsibilities,
leading to diverging approaches

The current
situation leads to
a vicious circle

!
This leads
to a myriad of legally
contestable rules on STR
providers and/or platforms,
ineffective enforcement of STR
rules, and highly fragmented
rules creating barriers
to entry

Public authorities
want to address
the challenges
associated with
STR

?

They target STR platforms
without addressing the
core problem of lack of a
clear legal framework for
STR providers

STR platforms also face lack
of legal clarity around their
responsibilities in sharing STR
providers data and in
supporting a regulated STR
segment
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Our solutions

Registration schemes as the
main source of data

Data is an important
contributor to help authorities
design and implement their
policies. Within the STR sector,
most of the relevant data is
held by STR providers.
For any formal exchange of
data to take place, a few
pre-requisites must be
fulfilled:

Data should be obtained from the
source i.e., from STR providers via
registration schemes.
When appropriate, STR platforms
could be asked to provide
complementary data.
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Data exchange should require:
• Compliance with EU data
protection rules
• Harmonisation of data requests
procedures across the EU
• Distinction between data fit for
public policy use and data needed
for tax purposes.
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Our solutions
REGISTERING...

Harmonised
registration
schemes would
facilitate data
exchanges

The application of
registration obligations
could help improve data
sharing. Since much of the
data sought by public
authorities is linked to the
STR providers, they should
source it directly from the
hosts. STR registration
schemes support data
exchange and a more
regulated environment.
Registration obligations for
STR providers are an
important part of the
solution, enabling
authorities to have an
overview over STR activities.
API solutions could be
explored to facilitate the
exchange of real-time data
and facilitate the
enforcement of registration
schemes obligations, where
relevant.

Key Benefits

Key Features

STR providers
should be obliged
to register

STR platforms should
delist unregistered
properties, as per EU
law

It would entail
clarity for STR
providers

It would allow
direct links
between STR
providers and
public authorities

An EU-wide
scheme would
result in better
data for public
authorities

Portugal as a
case-study
Different STR services
(peer vs professional)
must be accounted for

Obligations for STR
platforms in signalling
registration must be clear
and consistent

Ease of use must
be a priority
Law (62/2018) uses the Balcão Único Eletrónico (a service of online
administrative procedures), allowing city councils to create municipal
regulations adapted to local realities (e.g. containment areas under
strict rules, measures of inspection, among others).
The registration system is simple for STR providers: the process to
register an STR is the same nationwide and is 100% online. Comprehensive data sets are stored securely in a centralised system. A snapshot of
how STRs fit into long-term policy goals re tourism, urban development,
housing…
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Our solutions
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An EU framework will provide
clarity to platforms,
STR providers, and local
authorities

≠

Providing clear definitions of the respective
responsibilities of platforms and STR providers
and establishing clear, proportionate and justified
rules, will support a balanced approach to STRs
and help address issues currently faced by public
authorities and STR providers/platforms.
To support data exchange and maximise the benefits of STR
registration schemes, the EU framework needs to provide
legal clarity.
The following aspects need to be clarified at EU level:
• The role of platforms in relation to STR registration
obligations
• The definitions of professional STR providers and peers to
avoid fragmentation, lack of legal clarity and,
over-regulation of the sector
• Professional STR providers should be designated according
to whether the STR activity is their primary occupation and a
threshold based on income should be set

Provisions that put STRs on
the same level with hotels
would not be fair and could
lead to burdensome
regulation of the STR
segment.
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Key policy
recommendations

A harmonised,
clear, and
proportionate
legal framework

Registration schemes
as a central part of
the solution for data
sharing
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avenue Marnix 17
1000 Brussels
www.eutraveltech.eu
For any question:
Emmanuel Mounier
emounier@eutraveltech.eu
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